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4 pirates rampage the Treasure Islands!
Secure the Treasure Islands you want to land on pre-emptively 
by placing the dice asap, and then send out the attack ships of 
your subordinates on a stealth mission…! The battle begins 
when everyone’s ships have assembled!
Plan your strategies by taking hostages or commence hand- 
on-hand combat! Just when you thought you had survived the 
cannon balls flying by, now you have to face the Great Squid 
King, too!?
Roll the dice to your heart’s content! Ring up a storm with the 
bells! Speed and strategies are both important for this 
analogue game, which offers real-time domination + mind 
games, appealing to all 5 senses.
In addition to the basic “action mode,” in which reflexes are 
important, similar to the card games, Snap or Dutch Blitz; a 
“strategic mode” has been incorporated in the renewed 
version that offers more time to develop strategies in depth.
You can enjoy 2 different ways to play this game.
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Faster than reading! A 5-minute video explaining 
the rules is available on Youtube. Either search for 
the keyword “Captain Dice”, view the video on the 
official website or scan the QR code below.  

A “dictation manual” which installs the game 
(explains the rules) simply by reading it out loud is 
available on the official website. Feel free to use it.

The official website will constantly 
update information on additional 
rules or new places to play game.  

OFFICIAL WEB SITE

TO FIRST TIME PLAYERS READING THE RULES

TO THE ONES EXPLAINING AT GAME MEETINGS

Discards all at tack 
cards of other players 
placed on an adjacent 
square.

SQUADRON BATTLE ON BOARD
Adjacent attackInvincibility

The effect of the attack 
card prevents this card 
from being discarded.

VILE HOSTAGE STRATEGY

Discards all at tack 
cards of other player 
on the same vertical 
line.

MAIN CANNON
Front/back attackSide attack

Discards all attack 
cards of other players 
on the same horizontal 
line.

SIDE CANNON

No abilities
This card can occupy 
treasure cards, but it 
does not have any 
attack abilities.

SPY SHIP

Discards all at tack 
cards of other players 
on the same diagonal 
lines. 

WRATH OF THE GREAT SQUID KING
Diagonal attack

P

Secure territories pre-emptively by placing a pair of dice 
on the treasure cards as fast as possible, then take time 
to think about how to protect the territories with attack 
cards, so that other players cannot foil your plans. 
If you are successful in holding your territory on the 
treasure cards, then SUCCESS! The treasure cards are 
rewarded to you and the process is repeated again.

In the end, the player with the most treasure cards wins. 
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